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Abstract

Vehicle Ad Hoc network is a special kind of Mobile Ad
Hoc Network among cars. It is equipped with wireless net-
work communication devices and vehicle global position
system. VANET is the the most extensive and promising re-
search area of MANET.

This paper is based on the preliminary research result-
s for different routing algorithms, making deep look into
these algorithms and comparing them with each other. You
will also find a new algorithm named Score-Based Rout-
ing. In this paper, I will first give a brief summary of
the origin, characteristics and application of VANETs. In
section 2,3 and 4, I will show GPSR(greedy perimeter s-
tateless routing),MORA(movement-based routing algorith-
m),MAGF(movement aware greedy forwarding ) and SBR
(score-based routing)in detail. In section 5, I will use JAVA
to simulate these routing algorithm and find their advantage
and disadvantage, focusing on the impact of density of cars
and power range on delivery rate and delay. The demo will
also be given.In this section,three situation will be given, c-
ity road, high way and framework.In the last section,I will
give the future work.

1. Introduction

This is the third and final report of the project of wireless
communication course in this semester.For the three weeks
from report 2 to now,I have optimized the simulation and
get the final result under three situations:city road(done be-
fore report 2),high way and framework.For the three situ-
ations,the city road is of more significance because it in-
cludes the real road and vehicle density of Xu Jiahui District
which I get from Professor Zhu Yanming in 973 Laborato-
ry.However,in this final report I will give all the simulation
results and the theoretical analysis of the mobility models
in vehicle adhoc networks.

First of all,a brief introduction of vehicle adhoc network-
s.Vehicle networks have recently gained a growing interest
among researchers from both academic community and the
automobile industry. They provide a promising support for
the future Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). Thanks
to the emerging wireless technologies, vehicles are able to
communicate with each other as well as with the roadside
infrastructure.

Data routing through vehicle adhoc neworks(VANETs)
remains a challenging task due to the high mobility of nodes
which causes rapid topology changes and frequent discon-
nections.To address this issue, we exploit additional infor-
mation about vehicles movement in order to adapt tradition-
al position-based approach for such a dynamic environment.

As far as the information of a vehicle is concerned,three
key data should be considered,that is position,speed and di-
rection.Three mobility models are widely used in vehicle
adhoc networks.Greedy perimeter stateless routing(GPSR)
is based only on position.Movement-based routing algo-
rithm(MORA)is related to positon and direction.Movement
aware greedy routing(MAGF) considers all the three fac-
tors.

The class of position-based routing protocols, such as
GPSR,offers an alternative approach known to be more ro-
bust in face to mobility. Indeed, no global knowledge of
the network topology is required; a purely local decision is
made by each node to forward data to the closest neighbor
to the destination. Ideally,this process can be repeated un-
til the packet is delivered.Unfortunately this is not always
possible; a packet could not be forwarded if its current for-
warder node does not have a neighbor geographically closer
to the destination than itself. This problem,known as local
maximum, occurs often in road intersections because posi-
tion information does not always point to the right direction
leading to a wrong forwarding decision. The absence of
mobility prediction also prevents a node from detecting the
unavailability of some neighbors. With these shortcomings,
the position-based routing still needs some improvements
to match the requirements of vehicular applications.
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Also there is another aspect of consideration.The three
factors:position,speed and direction,can be included in
one scalse,that is a vehicle’s possibility to function as
a intermediate node.Based on this I develop my self-
designed model:score-based routing(SBR).Finally I use ja-
va to compare the four models under three situations:city
road,highway and framework and get the results.

The structure of this report is as follows.Section 2 will
give some theoretical analysis of existing mobility model-
s:GPSR,MORA and MAGF.Section will discuss about my
self-designed mobility model–SBR.Section 4 will give the
simulation demo and results.Section 5 will discuss about
my future work and a conclusion of this project.

2. Analysis of three widely-used mobility mod-
els

There are mainly three mobility models, that is GP-
SR,MORA and MAGF.These three mobility models con-
sider one,two or three factors of position,speed and direc-
tion.This section will give a brief introduction of three mod-
els.Some of this section is based on report2 because this is
theoretical analysis of exsting mobility models.

2.1. Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing

In VANET,Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing(GPSR)is
a common and developed mobility model.Brad Karp and
H.T. Kung of Harvard U- niversity[3] give a specific discus-
sion of GPSR and [2][12]shows a improvement model GP-
SR with lifetime(GPSR-LT).In this section,I mainly show
the ba- sic GPSR and the simulation result is also about this
one.

2.1.1 Greedy forwarding

As a representative example of position-based algorithm-
s, we describe Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)
as it seems to be the most popular candidate for dynam-
ic networks. Typically,there are several requirements on
the availability of position information: GPSR requires that
each node is able to obtain its current location e.g., through
a GPS receiver as it is becoming standard equipment in ve-
hicles.Furthermore, it assumes that each node learns about
the existence of its direct neighbors and their current po-
sitions through the exchange of periodic HELLOmessages.
To make routing decisions, a sending node needs to know
the position of the packet destination. This information is
obtained with the help of a location service.With all these
information, a node forwards incoming packets to neighbor-
ing nodes that are geographically closer to the destination.
This operating mode is known as Greedy Forwarding.As

shown in figure 1,x is the source node and D is the desti-
nation node.x choose y as the transmitting node in its range
because y is closest to D.

Figure 1. Greedy forwarding

But this mode still have some problems.For exam-
ple,figure 2 shows a scenario where following the Greedy
Forwarding strategy, a packet send from node S is forward-
ed to a node A closer to the destination D but from which
a local maximum and could not be recovered. As a result,
the packet is not able to progress towards D although a valid
path is available from the source to the intended destination.

Figure 2. Greedy forwarding failure

In such conditions,we should take the right-hand rule.

2.1.2 Right-hand rule

The long-known right-hand rule for traversing a graph is
depicted in Figure 3. This rule states that when arriving at
node x from node y, the next edge traversed is the next one
sequentially counterclockwise about x from edge (x,y). It
is known that the right-hand rule traverses the interior of a
closed polygonal region (a face) in clockwise edge order–in
this case, the triangle bounded by the edges between nodes
x, y, and z, in the order (y → x → z → y). The rule
traverses an exterior region, in this case, the region outside
the same triangle, in counterclockwise edge order.



Figure 3. Right-hand rule

2.1.3 A Small Conclusion

After reading several papers with regard to GPSR. I think
GPSR model in VANET can be summarized in short.It can
be divided into two methods:greedy forwarding and right-
hand rule.In practice,source node take the greedy forward-
ing method firstly.If it fails as shown in figure2,the source
node changes to right-hand rule shown in figure 4.So,in
short,GPSR is a alternating process between greedy for-
warding and right-hand rule.This is my understanding of
GPSR.

Figure 4. Right-hand rule

However, GPSR still have some shortcoming to im-
prove.So Brad Karp and H.T.Kung have developed the RNG
graph in [3].The RNG method is used to deal with routing
circle problem in right-hand method.As shown in figure4,
if a node is in the shadow region, then an edge is exclud-
ed.In this way, the probability of routing circle is reduced to
minimum

2.2. Movement aware greedy routing

From the above section, we can easily see that greedy
forwarding does not take the car’s(node) state into consid-
eration and only take the road.So another model is pro-
moted in [2], that is Movement Aware Greedy Forward-
ing(MAGF).MAGF take into consideration the car’s speed
and direction besides the position.

2.2.1 Early assumptions

The MAGF model has some early assumptions.MAGF
assumes that every vehicle easily obtains its accurate posi-
tion as well as its velocity and direction through the naviga-
tion system. Typically, in a self-organizing ad hoc network
like VANET, each vehicle learns about the existence of it-
s neighboring nodes through the exchange of the periodic
beaconing messages known as HELLO messages. A Hello
message, in addition to the vehicles position, includes the
speed and the direction of the vehicle.

2.2.2 MAGF explanation

Our routing approach MAGF is based on the Greedy For-
warding strategy with consideration of nodes movement. It
is designed to match the high mobility requirements and to
perform even in cases of pure Greedy Forwarding failure.
The core idea of this approach is to define a function to as-
sign priority between neighbors while selecting a next hop
forwarder. The function is a weighted score which depends
on three factors: the position, the speed and the direction of
mobile nodes. This score Wi is computed by current packet
forwarder for a neighbor i as follows:
Wi = αPm + βDm + γSm

Here α β and γ are weighted metrics for position,speed and
direction,and α+β+γ = 1.Then I will give three formulas
to calculate Pm, Dm, Sm as shown in figure 5

Figure 5. Relations of position,speed and di-
rection
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where Dc is the closest distance from source to destina-
tion, d and d are distances separating intermediate node i
from source and destination respectively. Hence, the target
position metric is defined by comparing the progress value
to the distance between the source and the destination. Such
a definition of the position metric assures that priority is
given for nodes closer to the destination. The direction fac-
tor is defined to select the optimal direction of forwarding
by choosing nodes moving towards the destination: where
θ is the angle between the movement direction of the in-
termediate node and the straight line connecting it to the
destination.The speed factor is chosen to favor among all
neighbors, the node moving with the highest speed. For a
node moving with a speed Vi it can be computed as:
Sm = Norm(diff(Vi)) =

diff(vi)−Min
Max−Min

where Max and Min represent respectively the maximal and
minimal values among all the speed factors computed for
all the neighbors of node i. diff represents the difference of
speeds between the node i and the source S:
diff(vi) = vi − vs

2.2.3 A small conclusion

From the above two sub-sections, we can see that MAGF
calculates the weighted Wi of each node based on the posi-
tion,speed and direction. The source node choose the node
with the biggest Wi in its transmitting range as a intermedi-
ate node.

2.3. Movement-based routing algorithm

As what I have presented in the above section,we need to
consider the vehicle’s state.Besides MAGF, there is also an-
other model,Movement-based Routing Algorithm(MORA).

A specific definition and explanation of MORA is given
in[1]and[7] . The author develop a function F,which is a
key in judging the intermediate node in the range as shown
in figure 6

Figure 6. Function F

Let 0 d be a reference distance metric, chosen on the
basis of the application context. Let x = d d0 be the adi-
mensional distance of the current node from sd and 0 y = l d
the adimensional distance from the destination of the inter-
section point between sd and its perpendicular starting from
the nodes current position (see Fig. 1). The functional F is a
function of x ∈ [0,∞] and α ∈ [−π, π], where α represents
an angle between the line of the movement direction and the
perpendicular line to sd. Function F is defined as follows:

Fδ,γ(x, α) = sin |α|3 e
−|x| + cosα3 e

(x−δ)2
γ

where δ and γ are two parameters set on the basis of the
application, which simply vary the curvature of F, adjust-
ing the weight associated with nodes movement direction,
δ defines the value of x corresponding to the relative maxi-
mum along the x axis and γ leads to a smoother or steeper
behavior down to zero.

The functional F can be sampled and put into a look up
table. In this way, each node does not need to calculate F at
any iteration, but it can easily obtain the value correspond-
ing to a given combination of x and α with a simple and fast
table lookup.

Besides function F,another function m is also analyzed
in[1].Considering I choose function F in my simulation,this
section just talk about function F.

2.4. Theoretical comparison of GPSR,MAGF and
MORA

The theoretical part is almost the same with the preview
report,but I also do some new analysis about the three exist-
ing mobility models for the past three weeks.

2.4.1 GPSR optimization—additional judge

For GPSR,as mentioned above, there is a problem for
city road simulation.If GPSR is the only used judgement,it
is possible for the source node to forward the the package
to the intermediate node in the wrong path resulting in the
longer delay and lower package delivery ratio.So an addi-
tional judge should be given.I set a additional judgemen-
t range which is defined as A.If the selected intermediate
node according to GPSR is in the A range of the destina-
tion node, then I apply to an additional judge which check
whether the intermediate node is in the right path.Beacuse I
set A equal to the transmitting range of nodes,this additional
judge only takes place in the last transitting.

2.4.2 Plot of Functional F(MORA)

MORA use functional F to choose the intermediate n-
ode.In fact,F functional has some speciality which influence
the choose of intermediate nodes.

for x=0 there are 2 absolute maximums, for α =
±π/2respectively;



for 0¡x¡ε(ε arbitrarily small)the trend is the same as
above;

for x→∞ the function decreases;
for x = δ there is a relative maximum corresponding to

α = 0;
for x ∈ [δ − aδ,γ ](aδ,γ and bδ,γ constants defined with

the choice of δ and γ) there is a maximum corresponding
to α = 0.

2.4.3 Lifetime for MAGF

MAGF is a mobility model considering all the three
factors: position,speed and direction.However,these three
factors can only tell the best intermediate node at a cer-
tain time unit.At the next time unit,the intermediate node
may be out of the transmitting range.So the lifetime of a
node should be considered.Lifetime is related to the posi-
tion,speed,direction and transmitting range of a vehicle.

3. A new mobility model—Score based routing

3.1. Score based routing algorism

This is enlightened by MORA and MAGF,both using
a function to choose intermediate node.This function gives
a weighted factor to each node and the node with the biggest
weighted factor is the choice.So I think I can give a weight-
ed factor to each node.This weighted factor is based on the
node’s past performance.If a node successfully functioned
as a intermediate,then we add 1 to it.A source node search-
es for all the intermediate node in its transmitting range and
compare their factors.The node with the biggest factors is
chosen.However,I think there must be a complementary ex-
planation.When all the nodes in the transmitting range have
small factor or they have the same factors,it is not proper
to judge with weighted factor.I think in this condition,we
should choose the node with GPSR model

Figure 7. Score based routing

The routing algorism can be shown in the following fig-
ure

Figure 8. Flow chart of score based routing

3.2. SBR optimization

Score based routing is a simple mobility model be-
cause it only takes into consideration of the vehicles’ past
performance.It takes a node because it perform better in the
past.But we have to consider the current situation of a ve-
hicle.If it is in the bad situation, for example, in the wrong
path, we have to kick it out.So the optimization is to add a
judge.This judge takes into consideration the path of a city
road situation, the direction in the framework and highway



situation. If the selected node is in the wrong path or the
wrong direction,we have to select another node according
to SBR.From the flow chart,it is clear the optimized SBR
will have two on-off judges for each transmitting, and for
each judge,GPSR is a substitute for SBR when it failed.

4. Simulation and Demo

4.1. Simulation Situation

I use JAVA to do the simulation.First, I simulate the
vehicle adhoc networks in a simple framework with no
road.Then I use the data from Professor Zhu Yanming to
simulate the road situation in Xu Jiahui District.Finally,I de-
sign a highway situation.

The city road situation is a macro situation with a broad
perspective. In this situation, the road restrict the trick of ve-
hicles.The demo and data analysis is shown in figure 9.The
framework is a simplified one with no roads and all the ve-
hicles are restricted in a enclosed rectangular area.This sit-
uation is only for initial simulation and is greatly different
from real life.The highway situation has both positive and
negative direction of the lane.There is a long straight road
with vehicles run on it.

The purpose of my design and development of this demo
is that users can set the speed,range and vehicle density ac-
cording to their need and also,select the situation.The users
can observe and monitor the running of the networks.After
the setting time is over,users can get the data and the final
results.

Users can set the parameters of the simulation as de-
scribed below:

1.Area size.This parameter is used to set the size of the
simulation area.

2.Vehicle density.(per square km).This parameter is used
to set the number of the vehicles.Because the vehicle den-
sity is more intuitive,users can set the vehicle density.The
demo will calculate the number of vehicles.

3.Simulation time(s).This parameter is used to set the
system simulation time.If the area size is larger,the simu-
lation time should be longer.

4.Transmission power(m).Transmission power is actual-
ly a one-hop transmission distance. The users can set the
transmission range and this range is defined as a system
property. Once set,all vehicles have the same transmitting
range.

5.Speed range(m/s).Vehicle speed has significant impact
on the network performance.

6.City road simulation.Thanks to Professor Zhu Yan-
ming’s data, I get the road and vehicle data of Xu Jiadis-
trict.This parameter is only used in the city road sit-
uation.The data is in the form of ”vehicle identifica-

tion,latitude,longitude,altitude,speed,direction and delivery
time”

7.Road length(km).In the highway situation,users have
to set the length of the highway road.

The demo is shown in the following figures.

Figure 9. City road demo

Figure 10. Framework demo

Figure 11. Highway demo



4.2. Simulation Setup

With regard to the simulation of VANET, ns2 and Glo-
mosim are the most usually used software. As a new starter
in this field, I choose JAVA to do the simulation.The simu-
lation setting is shown in the following table.

Simulation Setting
time unit 1ms

simulation time 1800s
speed 10m/s-30m/s

packet size 1-10
vehicle density 1 per km,2 per km,3 per km

transmission range 100m,300m,500m,800m

There are several points to explain before I give my
simulation results.
1).My simulation researches into the impact of vehicle
density and range on end-to-end delay.As shown in the
above table,the simulation time is 1800s and the time unit is
1ms.So I have done 1.8 million test during my simulation.I
have confidence in my simulation result.
2).Because the region is 400km,there is a huge number
of cars in this simulation.The vehicle density above is of
statistic average.
3).The simulation has concentrated only on transmission
range and vehicle density. Other factors are considered
same or ignored in order to simplify the simulation and get
better results with regard to the two key factors.

4.3. Simulation results and analysis

1.The following four figures show the impact of vehi-
cle density on delay.

Figure 12. Delay-vehicle density of range
100m

Figure 13. Delay-vehicle density of range
300m

Figure 14. Delay-vehicle density of range
500m

Figure 15. Delay-vehicle density of range
800m

We can see clearly from the four figures:
1). With the increase of vehicle density, the delay de-

creases.
2). GPSR performs the worst in case of small range

and low vehicle density.However,GPSR becomes the first
choice in case of big range and high vehicle density.This



is easy to explain according section 3.Greedy forwarding is
less likely to fail in case of high density and big range.

3).SBR performs better in high range and high vehicle
density,but it performs bad in low range.Compared with
other mobility models,SBR’s advantage and disadvantages
are clear.

2.The following three figures show the impact of range
on delay

Figure 16. Delay-range of vehicle density 1/k-
m

Figure 17. Delay-range of vehicle density 2/k-
m

Figure 18. Delay-range of vehicle density 3/k-
m

We can see clearly from the three figures:
1).With the increase of range, the delay decreases.

2).The increase of range has more impact on GPSR than
on MORA and MAGF.This is easy to explain because GP-
SR is only position related,MORA is position and direction
related,and MAGF is position,speed and direction related.

3).SBR has similar curve with GPSR.This is easy to ex-
plain because I apply to GPSR in the same score situation
of SBR.

3.The following four figures show the impact of vehicle
density on package delivery ratio

Figure 19. Package delivery ratio-vehicle den-
sity of range 100m

Figure 20. Package delivery ratio-vehicle den-
sity of range 300m

Figure 21. Package delivery ratio-vehicle den-
sity of range 500m



Figure 22. Package delivery ratio-vehicle den-
sity of range 800m

We can see clearly from the four figures above:
1)With the increase of vehicle density, the package de-

livery ratio of all the four mobility models increases.
2)With the increase of range,the package delivery ratio

of GPSR increases faster than other mobility models.

Figure 23. Package delivery ratio-range of ve-
hicle density 1/km

Figure 24. Package delivery ratio-range of ve-
hicle density 2/km

Figure 25. Package delivery ratio-range of ve-
hicle density 3/km

We can see clearly from the three figures above:
1)With the increase of range,the package delivery ratio

increases.
2)With the increase of vehicle density,SBR and GPSR

performs better than other mobility models.

4.4. A small conclusion

From the above simulation,we can see that MORA and
MAGF are more stable than GPSR with the change of range
and vehicle density.GPSR performs worst in case of low
density and small range.However GPSR becomes the top
choice in case of high vehicle density and big range.There
are also two principles.The high vehicle density, the smaller
delay.The bigger transmitting range, the smaller delay.

As far as SBR is concerned,I find it similar with GP-
SR in low vehicle density and range.This is clear because
GPSR is the substitute for SBR in our design in these sit-
uation.However, with the increase of vehicle density and
range,SBR performs better but not as good as other mobil-
ity models.I think some additional measures can be used to
improve the performance of SBR,for example,the judge of
current lifetime as mentioned above.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper,I proposed a new mobility model for ve-
hicle ad-hoc networks(VANETs)—score-based routing. In
this model,I consider the past performance of the nodes
in the transmitting range and choose the node with the
best past performance.Besides the above work, I studied
and researched into three widely used mobility model-
s:GPSR,MORA and MAGF. I use JAVA to do the simula-
tion and compare the three existing models with my self-
designed model–SBR.I make full use of JAVA and develop
a demo which can apply to all the parameter needs of user-
s.From the simulation,we can see clearly that with the in-
crease of range and vehicle density, the delay decreases and
the package delivery ratio increases.SBR performs better in
high density and long range.

However,there still remains some work to do.It is clear
that SBR has some drawbacks in low density and smal-
l range situation.In these situation,according to my de-
sign,SBR is often substituted with GPSR because of same
score or low score.I think this is an interesting problem to
study.

Thanks to Prof Wang for his guide and help in this
semester.I have learned a lot from Prof Wang both in class
and out of class.Thanks to Prof Zhu for his data of Xu Ji-
ahui District.Thanks to Dr Zhe Luo and Fan Wang for their
guide and help in this semester.
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